Upgrading Your Original Headlights to Xenon is
Install

8.) Remove the existing headlight wires
from the grommet and disconnect the tan
(low beam) and light green (high beam)
wires from the stock connector at the core
support. They will just pull out of the plug.

6.) Trim the sub bucket with your tin snips,
cutting a little at a time, until the headlight
fits flush in the bucket. Clean up the cut
with your file.
The headlight harness is not made specifically for 55-57 Chevy’s and requires modifications to make the install seamless. We are
using crimp wire connectors, but you could
solder the wires into the new connectors if
you wanted. Be sure to seal the ends with
shrink tubing to protect them.

9.) You will need to remove the new wires
from the supplied connector on the new
harness and modify them to work with the
stock connector. Using your small flat blade
screwdriver work the screwdriver in on top of
the new wiring connectors. A little downward
pressure may be necessary to release the
tab that holds the connectors in place. You
will have three wires, white and blue and
black OR white and red and black.

crimping tool. Shield the wires with shrink
tubing to protect them. The black wire is
a ground, we put a loop terminal on it and
ran that wire back thru the core support
and grounded it with the other black ground
wires in step 21. This could be connected to
a ground anywhere, however.

11.) Plug the white (high beam) and blue
(low beam), or white (high beam) and red
(low beam) wires into the stock connector
at the core support.
The supplied plug for the headlights is much
too big to fit thru the stock hole in the core
support and inner fender. You can run this
wire two ways. Using a hole saw, cut a new
hole in the core support filler panel and inner
fender large enough for the plug to pass thru
OR you can do what we did and take apart
the plug, run the wires, and reassemble. We
didn’t want to cut additional holes.

7.) Remove the headlight bucket by removing
the 4 Phillips head screws with your Phillips
head screwdriver. Remove the gasket.
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10.) The blade connectors on the new harness are too large to fit into the stock plug.
Using your wire cutters cut the existing flat
blade connectors off the white and blue or
white and red wires of the new harness.
Remove the outer sleeve from the wires with
your wire strippers. Fit the exposed wire
into the 14GA male spade connectors and
crimp the wire into the connectors with your

12.) You will need to remove the wires in the
new headlight socket from the socket so they
can be run through the core support. Push
back the blue cover to expose the connector.

Easier than You Think, Just Follow These Steps!
Install

(Depending on the harness you are using
there may be no blue cover.) Use your
small flat blade screwdriver on the tab on
the top of the connector, like you did in step
9, to loosen the wires from the connector.
Then, using a shape knife or razor blade
carefully cut the blue covering so you can
remove the wires. Mark on the connector
which wires you are removing from which
socket. You will have a blue, and white or
yellow and blue. You do not have to remove
the ground (black) wire. Put the connector
and blue cover aside, you will reassemble
in step 17.

15.) Route the passenger side of the har- 18.) Install the ring around the new headlight
ness under the core support upper bar and and line up the three tabs on the headlight
with the slots in the sub bucket. Then line
zip tie it to the existing wires.
up the tab on the sub bucket with the slot in
16.) Thread the passenger side wires the retaining ring and hook the spring into
through the core support and inner fender the retaining ring. Re-install the headlight
grommets like you did on the driver side in bezels.
step 14.
Now you will mount the relays, ground the
system and connect to a power source. As
mentioned before there are two harnesses,
one with an inline fuse, which we used in
this article, and one with two 30AMP fusible
links. If you are wiring up the harness with
the fusible links you may have to replace
the fusible links with longer ones or extend
the harness another way. We used a hot
wire on the horn relay for our power source,
you could extend the power wires and hook
17.) Reassemble the headlight plug putting them directly to the battery as outlined in the
the wires back in their proper places; just instructions that comes with the harness.
snap them back into place. If you have the The power wire in the harness is not long
ceramic plug, slide the blue cover back in enough for a 55-57 Chevy unless you get
power from the horn relay.
place and tape it up with electrical tape.

13.) Re-install the sub headlight buckets into
the main headlight buckets in the reverse
of how you removed them. Re-install the
headlight buckets. Don’t forget the headlight
bucket to fender gasket.
14.) Route the wires you removed from the
new headlight sockets through the grommets
in the filler panel and inner fender and into
the headlight bucket through the back.

19.) With your drill and 13/64" drill bit, drill a
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hole in the core support filler panel to mount
your relays. Depending on the kit you will
either have clear relays or black. If you have
the clear, we drilled 2 13/64" holes in a spare
(Danchuk #639) moulding clip, mounted the
relays to that and mounted the assembly to
the core support. Nice and clean. If you have
the black relays you can do the same thing
or use the supplied bracket and hardware.

Xenon Headlights

22.) Install some wire covering over the
wires, reconnect the battery, and you are
done!

20.) Using your wire cutter, remove the existing loop end on the red power wire and
replace it with one that is smaller and fits
better on the horn relay terminal. Hook the
red power wire to where the red wire is on
the relay.
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21.) Now you will ground the system. The
black wires that come off the plugs that
go to the new headlight bulbs need to be
grounded as well as the black wire from
Step 10. Either use the existing hole in the
core support filler panel or drill a new one
with your 13/64" bit. Use a #10 sheet metal
screw and put a #10 star washer under the
wire connector ends. They will bite into the
metal to assure a good ground. You may
have to replace the loop end like you did in
step 20 for a clean fit. Tighten the screw
with your flat blade screwdriver.

That’s it. This photo shows you the contrast
between the stock light, left, and the new
Xenon light, right. Pretty drastic if you ask
us, and well worth the time and effort. This
takes care of the seeing part of our story…
next time we will deal with the being seen
part, we install a full set of LED tail and park
lights. Till then…..

